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Abstract—The Internet consists of economically selfish players
in terms of access/transit connection, content distribution, and
users. Such selfish behaviors often lead to techno-economic inefficiencies such as unstable peering and revenue imbalance. Recent
research results suggest that cooperation in revenue sharing (thus
multi-level ISP settlements) can be a candidate solution for the
problem of unfair revenue share. However, it is unclear whether
providers are willing to behave cooperatively. In this paper,
we study the interaction between how content-oriented traffic
scheduling at the edge is and how stable the intended cooperation
is. We consider three traffic scheduling policies having various
degrees of content-value preference, compare them in terms of
implementation complexity, network neutrality, and stability of
cooperation, and present interesting trade-offs among them.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Internet is a system where the entities such as EUs
(End Users) and content/eyeball/transit ISPs (Internet Service
Providers)1 , having different economic perspectives, compete
and cooperate in a highly complex manner. Eyeball/transit ISPs
connect EUs to the Internet, and content ISPs inject and deliver
content into the Internet [1], e.g., videos, web pages, and files.
The major interest of such providers, which is often selfish,
is to maximize their profits, sometimes incurring technoeconomic inefficiencies in the Internet. For example, ISPs’
selective peering with other ISPs may have negative impact
on Internet’s connectivity. It is reported that some providers
express economic complaints on revenue imbalance among
them, see e.g., [2], [3]. One of the central issues regarding
such complaints is how to fairly distribute the revenue from
the users to the providers.
There have been recent research efforts on fair and efficient
revenue sharing among providers, using the notion of Shapley
value (SV) [4] from cooperative game theory. The SV is a
fair payoff distribution scheme and presumes that the grand
coalition (i.e., the coalition containing all players) is agreed by
the players. The SV based revenue sharing hypothesizes that
the profit distribution is achieved at a multilateral, global level,
rather than a bilateral, local level, leading to the nice features
in terms of fairness, efficiency, and interconnection incentives,
see e.g., [5] and [6].
However, it is questionable that the providers would actually
form the grand coalition, referred to as stability of the grand
coalition. In [5], the grand coalition is conjectured to be formed
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for under-demanded networks, where the network bandwidths
exceed users’ traffic demands. However, the Internet edge
is often over-demanded due to technical advances of edge
devices, e.g., smart phones/pads and smart TVs. An overdemanded network significantly changes how we should technically treat the issue of stability. Roughly, the stability of
the grand coalition under SV can be studied by checking the
existence of sub-coalitions in which all players in that coalition
can be better-off under SV. In the over-demanded case, the
individual share depends on how the edge networks sift out a
part of user demands to meet the capacity. This dependence
is in sharp contrast to the earlier SV-based research in microeconomics, e.g., [7]–[9]. In particular, this complex inter-play
is mainly due to the fact that the actual individual payoffs
(distributed by SV) may dramatically change depending on
how traffic is sifted out at the edge.
In this paper, we consider various traffic scheduling policies at the edge, each of which presents different degrees
of content-value preference, implementation complexity, and
network neutrality, and compare them in terms of coalition
worth and stability of the grand coalition. To that end, we define
a coalition game, called Revenue Sharing Game (RSG), where
the players are eyeball, transit, and virtual content ISPs. The
notion of virtual content ISP, which is a triple of content ISP,
content, and region, is introduced with the goal of accurately
modeling the cooperation decision of a content ISP.
Following the defined coalition game, we first prove that in
under-demanded networks, the coalition worth is maximized
at the grand coalition, which is always stable under SV based
revenue sharing. This formalizes the result conjectured in [5].
Second, in over-demanded networks, where traffic scheduling
is an important factor, we prove that the scheduling absolutely prioritizing higher-value contents (called PP: Priority
Policy) maximizes the worth over all possible scheduling
policies. Also, we prove that the scheduling which (relatively)
assigns higher weights to more profitable contents (called
RPP: Revenue Proportional Policy) always generates more
worth than the content-agnostic scheduling (called TPP: Traffic
Proportional Policy). However, in terms of the stability of the
grand coalition, even under PP, which is a worth-maximizing
policy, the grand coalition is not stable. We provide sufficient
conditions under which a scheduling is better than another
scheduling in terms of stability implying that more contentoriented scheduling tends to be “more stable” than contentagnostic one. Interesting tradeoffs are observed here; PP or
RPP requires much more complex operations, such as priority
scheduling or weighted fair queueing, whereas TPP can be
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Fig. 1. An example network with content, transit, and eyeball ISPs. The set
of contents: {q1 , q2 , q3 }, which are served by three content ISPs. The set of
regions: {r1 , r2 , r3 }, where for example the users in the region r1 request
the contents {q1 , q2 }.

realized by a simple FIFO scheduling.
Related work. Related work includes the research on the
revenue sharing mechanisms based on proportional fairness and
NBS (Nash Bargaining Solution) [10]–[12]. In addition to SV’s
application to providers’ settlements, it has also been applied
to many other network-economic problems, e.g., peer-assisted
services [13], viral marketing [14], and virtual infrastructure
sharing [15], which mainly focus on how to apply the notion of
SV to revenue sharing under various applications. The stability
of the grand coalition under SV has been studied in the microeconomics community, e.g., [7]–[9]. The authors in [13] show
that the grand coalition could be unstable in peer-assisted
services with multi-providers even if the stability is guaranteed
under a single provider. Our paper differs from the above in
that our case includes the situation when the worth is a function
of some control policy (i.e., traffic scheduling) with distinctive
emphasis on the Internet market. In [16], only a small set of
examples are provided, hinting that some of traffic scheduling
policies can impact the stability based on a couple of simple
examples.
II. M ODEL
A. Network Model
We consider a network consisting of a transit ISP T , a set C
of content ISPs, and a set B of eyeball (or access) ISPs, where
we denote by N = C ∪ {T } ∪ B the set of all “providers”, i.e.,
grand coalition. The transit ISP offers connectivity between
eyeball ISPs and content ISPs. For simplicity and tractable
analysis, we assume that there is just a single transit ISP and all
eyeball ISPs and content ISPs are connected to the transit ISP,
and no direct connection between any content ISP and eyeball
ISP exists. Eyeball ISPs connect residential users to the transit
ISP. Denote R as the set of all regions served by the set of
eyeball ISPs B. We also denote by Br the eyeball ISP which
covers the region r ∈ R, where we assume that there does
not exist a region covered by multiple eyeball ISPs. Let nr be
the link capacity between Br and the transit ISP. The content
could be delivered from a content ISP to the region r via the
transit ISP to the requesting destination eyeball ISP Br .
Let Q be the set of all contents in the network. Note that a
content can be served by multiple content ISPs. Each region
may have a different set of contents to download, for which
we let Xr,q be the user population in region r that has demand
for content q ∈ Q. We assume that for a content q, users are

oblivious to a content ISP serving q. We denote Cq as the set
of content ISPs that serve the content q. Let Qr ⊆ Q be the
set of contents demanded by the users in region r, and Cr be
the set of content ISPs that serve at least one content in Qr .
In other words, the set Cr is the union of the sets of content
ISPs that serve the contents in Qr , thus Cr = ∪q∈Qr Cq . We
let sq be the traffic volume (in bytes) of the content q, and βq
be the revenue of the content q, i.e., the per-content revenue
earned by the content ISPs serving q.
Notation. We use the lower-case i, r, and q to index a content
ISP, a region, and a content, respectively. For consistency, we
place r and q in subscript and i in superscript. Thus, we often
use C i and Qi to refer to the i-th content ISP and the set of
contents served by C i . For any coalition (i.e., a set of ISPs)
S ⊂ N , we denote by a[S] the restriction of a by S, e.g.,
R[S] is the set of regions served only in S. See Fig. 1 for an
example of our network model.
B. Demand and Traffic Scheduling
Let yr be the “original” traffic demand in region r, representing the total
P traffic volume requested by the users in region
r, i.e., yr = q∈Qr sq Xr,q , where sq Xr,q corresponds to the
traffic volume from the region r to access the content q. We
say that the region r is over-demanded if yr > nr , i.e., the total
traffic demand in region r exceeds the link capacity between
the eyeball ISP Br and the transit ISP, and that a network
is over-demanded if there exists at least one over-demanded
region in the network, otherwise said to be under-demanded.
An eyeball ISP will take some traffic shaping action, called
traffic scheduling, if its serving region is over-demanded, so
that its actually-served traffic volume does not exceed the link
capacity. We consider a family of traffic scheduling policies
abstracted by a function f subject to the following natural
condition:
X
sq Xr,q · f (sq , βq , nr , Xr,q ) ≤ nr
q∈Qr

where 0 ≤ f (·) ≤ 1. A scheduling policy can be regarded
as a traffic shaper which reduces the original per-content
user population Xr,q , thus the value of f (·) corresponds to
the portion of user population that “survives” under a given
traffic scheduling policy. We study the following three policies:
TPP (Traffic Proportional Policy), RPP (Revenue Proportional
Policy) and PP (Priority Policy), as formally stated in Table I2 .
These three policies have diversified degrees of implementation
complexity, required information, and content-value preference. For example, PP assigns absolute priority to higher-value
contents, whereas TPP is indifferent to the content values, and
RPP gives higher weights proportional to the profits generated
by contents. We can (arguably) say that TPP is more networkneutral than RPP (similarly, RPP is more network-neutral than
PP) due to their different, restricted handling of network traffic,
depending on content values.
2 To simplify exposition, we assume that the normalized content value
βq /sq are different across all the contents.
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TABLE I
T HREE TRAFFIC SCHEDULING POLICIES
f (·)

Policy


Operation

nr
P
q 0 ∈Q sq 0 Xr,q 0



min 1,
All traffic is treated neutrally, and Xr,q is reduced in proportional to the traffic volume of q, sq .
r


β n
RPP
min 1, s P 0 q rβ 0 X 0
Xr,q is reduced in proportion to the amount of revenue of q, βq .
q
r,q
q ∈Qr q
 
 
P
nr − q0 ∈H
sq0 Xr,q 0 +
r,q
PP min 1,
A content with higher βq /sq is absolutely prioritized. (Hr,q is the set of all q 00 ∈ Qr s.t. βq00 /sq00 > βq /sq )
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Example of traffic scheduling policy.

Example. An illustration for three traffic scheduling policies
is given in Fig. 2 with two content ISPs, one eyeball and one
transit ISP, where two contents (music and video, denoted by q1
and q2 , respectively) are served by each content ISP (the region
index r is dropped here to simplify exposition). The region
is clearly over-demanded, because the total demand (5MB ×
1000 + 200MB × 100 = 25GB) exceeds the capacity (5GB).
The music’s total traffic volume (s · X) and the per-content
revenue (β) are smaller than each of those of the movie, but
more populations want to download the music. In TPP, the
capacity is allocated according to the total traffic volume, i.e.,
5 : 20, whereas in RPP the total revenue is used to split the
traffic, i.e., 1$ × 1000 : 10$ × 100 = 1 : 1. Finally, in PP, the
absolute priority is given to the content with higher normalized
value, which is the music. In our example, the music’s traffic
volume is as same as the capacity n, and thus the video cannot
be served at all in PP.
III. R EVENUE S HARING G AME (RSG)
In this section, we define a coalition game [17] from
cooperative game theory, called Revenue Sharing Game (RSG),
followed by necessary preliminaries.
A. Game Formulation
We denote a coalition game with a coalition structure, by
(N , v, P), where N is a set of players and the game has a
transferable utility characterized by a worth function v, which
is v : 2N → R and v(∅) = 0. The worth function associates
with any coalition S ⊆ N the value generated by cooperation.
A coalition structure P is a partition of N . The case when
P = {N } is called grand coalition, for which we use just
(N , v) for simplicity, unless confusion arises.
Players in our RSG should be the providers. Transit and
eyeball ISPs are naturally included in the player set. For content
ISPs, we introduce a notion of virtual content ISP, identified

by (i) a content ISP, (ii) a region, and (iii) a content. Denote by
i
Cr,q
the virtual content ISP of i-th content ISP, serving content
q to region r. The main objective of introducing virtual content
ISPs is to assign finer granularity to the coalition structures
for the purpose of reflecting the practice more accurately.
Examples include (i) a content ISP such as Google decides to
stop servicing some contents to South Korea, or (ii) two content
ISPs (excluding the rest of content ISPs in the Internet) form
a coalition with just localized contents to serve the population
in specific regions.
We define the worth of S as the total revenue earned by the
players in the coalition S. As is done in [6], for a given S,
we decompose S into atomic coalitions Sr,q , so that a atomic
coalition includes an eyeball ISP Br in region r, a transit ISP T,
i
that serve q to the region
and the set of virtual content ISPs Cr,q
r. Then, the coalition worth of S is simply the summation of
the worths of the decomposed atomic coalitions, i.e.,
X
X
v(S) =
v(Sr,q ),
(1)
r∈R[S] q∈Qr [S]

where the worth of each atomic coalition Sr,q is defined as the
total fee for accessing content q, paid by the users in region r,
v(Sr,q ) = βq Xr,q f (·). We also present the concept of superadditivity of a coalition game (N , v), which means that a coalition achieves larger coalition worth than what is achieved by
its arbitrary partition, described as: for any coalition S, T ⊆ N
such that S ∩ T = ∅, v(S ∪ T ) ≥ v(S) + v(T ).
B. Shapley Value and Stability
Associated with a coalition game (N , v, P) is the coalition
structure value which is an operator ϕ which assigns values
(or payoffs) to every player in game (N , v, P). We denote by
ϕi (N , v, P) a coalition structure value for player i, and in this
paper our focus is on the famous Shapley value. Shapley provides an axiomatic approach to determine a coalition structure
value ϕ, which reflects the following desirable properties (as
axioms): efficiency, symmetry, additivity, and dummy, see [4]
for details. It has been proved that the value satisfying the
four axioms is uniquely determined for every coalitional game
in the premise of grand coalition (N , v) (i.e., P = {N }),
characterized as: for any player i,
1 X
ϕi (N , v) =
∆i (v, S(π, i)),
(2)
|N |!
π∈Π

where Π is the set of |N |! orderings of N and S(π, i) is the set
of players preceding i in the ordering π, and ∆i (v, S) is the
marginal contribution of player i for a coalition S ⊆ N \{i},
i.e., ∆i (v, S) = v(S ∪ {i}) − v(S). Simply speaking, the
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Shapley value can be interpreted by the average marginal
contribution over all orderings of players. The axiomatic coalition structure value for any coalition structure P is called the
Aumann-Drèze value (A-D value) [17]. Then, A-D value for a
player i ∈ S ∈ P is also denoted by ϕi (S) in this paper. For
simplicity, we use the term of “Shapley value” for both Shapley
and A-D values, because their axiomatic structures are the same
except that A-D values are computed for arbitrary coalitions.
Definition 1 (Stability of Grand Coalition [7], [8]) The
grand coalition is said to be stable for a game (N , v) with
respect to the Shapley value ϕ, if for all S ⊂ N there is a
player i ∈ S such that ϕi (N , v, N ) ≥ ϕi (N , v, {S, N \ S}).
Intuitively, the grand coalition is stable under Shapley value,
if for any coalition S, there exists at least one player i =
i(S) (which may depend on the considered coalition S) that
becomes happier in the grand coalition than in S, thus there
is no reason to stay out of the grand coalition. We call such
a player i(S) Shapley-advocating player for a given S. We
extend Definition 1 to say that an arbitrary coalition S (which is
not necessarily the grand coalition) is stable, when the coalition
S is treated as the grand coalition.
IV. C OALITION W ORTH
It is obvious that for under-demanded networks, the game
is super-additive, and thus, the coalition worth is maximized
by the grand coalition. Thus, we focus on the case when the
network is over-demanded. To differentiate the worth among
the policies, we use the notation vT (S), vR (S), and vP (S) to
refer to the worth functions of TPP, RPP and PP, respectively,
for a given coalition S. We start this section by stating our
main result on the coalition worth.
Theorem 1 (Coalition Worth: Over-demanded) Consider an
over-demanded network and the corresponding RSG.
(i) The RSG under PP is super-additive. Thus, the worth is
maximized at the grand coalition under PP.
(ii) For any given coalition S, the following inequality holds:
vP (S) ≥ vR (S) ≥ vT (S) for all S ⊆ N . Moreover, PP
is an optimal policy that maximizes the worth over all
possible traffic scheduling policies.
Due to space limitation, the proof is presented in [18], and
we focus on the interpretations. First, in (i), it is shown that
there exists a scheduling policy, which is PP, which ensures that
the worth increases as the coalition becomes larger (i.e., superadditivity), and thus the grand coalition may be preferred under
PP. This result is intuitive because PP always assigns higher
priority to the traffic with higher content values. Second, in (ii),
this value-oriented scheduling in PP leads to the result that for
any given coalition S, PP is an optimal policy in terms of the
worth for S among all other policies.
Similar tendency can be seen for RPP and TPP, as stated in
Theorem 1(ii). To be more precise, consider two contents qi , qj
in a given coalition (with region r), where assume that qi has a
larger normalized content value than qj , i.e., βi /si ≥ βj /sj . 3
3 For notational simplicity, we sometimes use s rather than s
qi (similarly,
i
βi instead of βqi ) throughout this paper, unless confusion arises.

Note that due to this value difference, a scheduling policy that
assigns more capacities to the contents with higher β/s will
eventually generate more worth than other policies which do
not. From Table I, we can check that the ratio of the assigned
capacites to each content is given by:
RPP:

βi Xr,i
βj Xr,j

and

TPP:

si Xr,i
.
sj Xr.j

Also, from βi /si ≥ βj /sj , we have βi /βj ≥ si /sj . This means
that, for example, supposing that a unit capacity is assigned to
qj , then in RPP, the very content prioritized in case of PP, i.e.,
qi , is allocated more capacity than that in TPP. This valuebased inter-content preference in RPP allows us to have more
total worth in RPP than in TPP.
V. S TABILITY OF G RAND C OALITION
A. Under-demanded Network
In under-demanded networks, RSG was super-additive, and
thus the worth is maximized at the grand coalition for any
scheduling policy, and the grand coalition tends to be preferred.
However, it is not straight-forward whether the grand coalition
is stable in the sense of Definition 1, because there may be
a smaller coalition in which the players in that coalition can
obtain larger individual shares than in the grand coalition.
Examples that a (coalition) game is super-additive but unstable
include the famous n-person symmetric majority game [9].
However, in RSG, as stated in Theorem 2, the grand coalition
is provably stable under SV, which is conjectured in [5], [19].
To explain why, recall that the Shapley value in (2) quantifies
the average marginal contribution, meaning that a player with
higher contribution will be given higher share. In n-person
symmetric majority game, all players’ contributions on the
coalition worth are the same, thus they equally share the
coalition worth under SV. The majority coalition’s worth is
always one, thus an arbitrary player’s Shapley value under
the grand coalition is always smaller than one under the other
majority coalition.
However, in RSG, since our model assumes only a single
transit ISP, the transit ISP is always included all the positive
worth coalition. It implies that the transit ISP’s contribution
on the grand coalition’s worth is larger than or equal to that
on other coalitions’, i.e. ϕT (N ) ≥ ϕT (S), for any S ⊂ N .
Then, the transit ISP becomes a Shapley-advocating player for
any coalition S. Hence, by Definition 1, the grand coalition is
stable in under-demanded network in RSG.
Theorem 2 (Stability of GC: Under-demanded) In RSG, the
grand coalition is stable under SV for under-demanded networks.
The proof is presented in [18].
B. Stability and Content-value Preference
The challenge of stability analysis for over-demanded networks lies in the fact that a player’s actual SV is computed
with traffic scheduling policy. This complex coupling makes
the analysis almost impossible in general network with multiple
transit ISPs and eyeball ISPs. Thus, for tractable analysis,
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Fig. 3. Example topology: The grand coalition is stable under some policies,
but unstable under other policies. Three values in the table refers to ones for
three contents q1 , q2 , and q3 .

we consider a simplified model that has one transit and one
eyeball ISP under heavy content regime as shown in Fig. 3. By
heavy content regime, we mean that for a given over-demanded
network, we assume that removing one content in the network
lets the network be under-demanded, i.e., only the grand
coalition is over-demanded and any other smaller coalitions are
all under-demanded. This restriction is not just for tractable
analysis, but also reflects that “light contents”, whose total
traffic volume is not significant, is unlikely to significantly
impact the stability. If needed, we use the subscript T, R, or
P, to explicitly express SV’s dependence on each scheduling
policy, e.g., ϕiP (N ) or ϕiR (N ).
We define: A policy Π is said to stability-dominate another
policy Π0 (for simplicity, we denote as Π ≥S Π0 ), if for a given
(over-demanded) network, the stability of the grand coalition
under Π0 implies that under Π. Lemma 1 is useful in the sense
that it suffices to check the Shapley value of either transit or
eyeball ISP to check the stability of the grand coalition.
Lemma 1 A policy Π stability-dominates another policy Π0 ,
if the player i, which is either the transit ISP T or the eyeball
ISP B, satisfies
ϕiΠ (N ) ≥ ϕiΠ0 (N ).

(3)

The proof is presented in [18], whose sketch is as follows:
Since we assume heavy-content regime, we have ϕiΠ (S) =
ϕiΠ0 (S) for any S which is strictly smaller than the grand
coalition. Hence, it is clear that if ϕiΠ (N ) ≥ ϕiΠ0 (N ) and
the grand coalition is stable under Π, then ϕiΠ0 (N ) ≥ ϕiΠ0 (S)
for all S ⊆ N , thus the grand coalition is stable under Π0 .
In the following section, we will compare the traffic scheduling policies in the context of the stability-dominance for a
given network. In Lemma 1, we have proved that the stability
dominance among traffic scheduling policies is determined by
SV of either transit or eyeball ISP at the grand coalition.
C. Impact of Traffic Scheduling Policies on Stability
We first introduce the notion of Shapley portion.

where 1{·} is the indicator function. This observation has also
been used in the prior work [5], which facilitates the analysis
of this paper. For simplicity, henceforth omit the subscript r,
because of our model of the single region network.
GC is not always stable under PP. It might be very tempting to
conjecture that the grand coalition is stable under PP, because
of the nice properties of PP such as worth maximization at
the grand coalition and worth optimality across all possible
scheduling policies, from Theorem 1. Counter intuitively, it is
not always true, which is exemplified in Fig. 3. In this example,
the grand coalition is not stable because the Shapley value of
the transit ISP in a smaller coalition can be larger than that
of the grand coalition, i.e., ϕT (N ) = 411.83, and ϕT (N \
1
{Cr,q
}) = 413.63. This instability even in PP can arise from
1
the characteristic of the Shapley value (or the Shapley portion):
Note that β1 /s1 > β2 /s2 > β3 /s3 from Fig. 3, but φT (Nq1 ) <
φT (Nq2 ) < φT (Nq3 ). It implies that the grand coalition is not
stable since the content q1 has too small Shapley portion, i.e.,
q1 is served by a small number of content ISPs, even though
it is a valuable content.
We now present our main result which states which policies are better in terms of stability. Theorem 3 states that a
scheduling policy with value-preference is better than other
policies that are more agnostic to content values, under some
mild condition.
Theorem 3 (Stability of GC: Over-demanded) For an overdemanded network with one transit and one eyeball ISP under
the heavy content regime,
PP ≥S RPP ≥S TPP,

(6)

if the following condition is met:
X
C1:
(si sj Xi Xj )
i,j∈Q
 T

×

φT (Nqj )βj
φ (Nqi )βi
−
si
sj



βi
βj
−
si
sj


≥ 0.(7)

The proof is presented in [18].
We cannot theoretically guarantee that C1 is always true,
but the following numerical example, as shown in Fig. 4, tells
us that C1 tends true. We consider a network consisting of 50
content ISPs, one transit, and one eyeball ISP. We assign the
size and the value of each content following what is seen√as
Fig. 4(a), the assignment rule of Fig. 4(a) is such that β < s.
This choice is somewhat artificial, but comes from the trend
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that the content value does grow in less proportion to the size
[21]. Moreover, we assume that the total network population
is 100,000 and the distribution of content popularity follows
Zipf-like distribution with parameter τ = 1. We vary content
availability (i.e., the number of content ISPs serving the same
content), by introducing a content selection probability p that
corresponds to the probability that a content ISP selects any
content (thus, the mean number of contents owned by one
content ISP is 8150 × p). Then, |Cqi | ∼ Binomial(8150, p),
for all contents qi . Fig. 4(b) shows how C1 varies for p =
0.005, 0.025, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9975, 0.995. Finally, we observe
that all cases show positive C1.
φT (Nqi )βi
−
To understand intuitively, let cij = (si sj Xi Xj )
si
φT (Nqj )βj  βi
βj 
sj
si − sj . The main reason why the condition C1
is mild is summarized as: (i) cij is positive in most of content
pairs i, j, and (ii) it may not have a large absolute value even
when cij is negative. Note that cij is a multiplication of two
terms, where the first term is si sj Xi Xj and the second term
φT (Nqj )βj  βi
φT (Nqi )βi
βj 
is
−
si
sj
si − sj . For (i), without loss
of generality, we assume that βi /si > βj /sj . Then, we will
φT (Nq )

j
i
show that it is highly likely true that ββji /s
/sj > φT (Nqi ) . The
Shapley portion of the transit ISP in the decomposed coalition
1
,
containing qi is given by: φT (Nqi ) = 12 − (|Cq |+1)(|C
qi |+2)
i
where |Cqi | is the number of content ISPs serving qi . It implies
that the Shapley portion of content qi has the value between
1/3 and 1/2 (1/3 is when |Cqi | is zero and 1/2 is when
|Cqi | goes to ∞, respectively). However, the difference of
normalized content values of two contents, (βi /si )/(βj /sj ), is
quite significant, e,g., in Fig. 2, the normalized content value of
a music content is four times larger than that of a video content.
Therefore, the normalized content values of two contents are
not similar in most of cases, and thus the second term of cij
tends to be positive. Also, it is hard for us to see the case
when the first term is huge, but the second term is negative
simultaneously. Even such a case occurs, the same si and Xi
can also be matched with the case when the second term is
positive, contributing to making C1 positive.

VI. C ONCLUSION , L IMITATION , AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we have studied the coalition worth and the
stability of the grand coalition under Shapley-value based revenue sharing. The main challenges come from the network that
is over-demanded, in which case a certain traffic scheduling

algorithm should be applied to sift out the original user demand. This significantly changes how the individual players are
assigned their own share, depending on the underlying traffic
scheduling policy. Especially, we consider three policies which
have different features in terms of content-value preference
and implementation complexity. The scheduling with higher
content-value preference is shown to have larger coalition
worth and tends to form the grand coalition more strongly,
but even Priority scheduling which gives absolute priority to
higher-value traffic is shown to be unstable for over-demanded
networks. Our work is limited in the sense that we only
consider a single transit ISP, and sometimes a single region
network (as done in the stability analysis). Our future work is
the extension to more general networks.
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